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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Gary IntroductionGood morning everyone.  Welcome to SABMiller’s CAGNY presentation- our 7th time at this great event.  Presenting today will be Jamie Wilson, our CFO, and Graham Mackay, our Executive Chairman.



Forward looking statements 
This presentation includes ‘forward-looking statements’ with respect to certain of SABMiller plc’s plans, current goals and expectations relating to its future 
financial condition, performance and results. These statements contain the words “anticipate”, “believe”, “intend”, “estimate”, “expect” and words of similar 
meaning. All statements other than statements of historical facts included in this presentation, including, without limitation, those regarding the Company’s 
financial position, business strategy, plans and objectives of management for future operations (including development plans and objectives relating to the 
Company’s products and services) are forward-looking statements. Such forward-looking statements involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and 
other important factors that could cause the actual results, performance or achievements of the Company to be materially different from future results, 
performance or achievements expressed or implied by such forward-looking statements. Such forward-looking statements are based on numerous 
assumptions regarding the Company’s present and future business strategies and the environment in which the Company will operate in the future. These 
forward-looking statements speak only as at the date of this document. The Company expressly disclaims any obligation or undertaking to disseminate any 
updates or revisions to any forward-looking statements contained herein to reflect any change in the Company’s expectations with regard thereto or any 
change in events, conditions or circumstances on which any such statement is based.  The past business and financial performance of SABMiller plc is not to 
be relied on as an indication of its future performance. 

All references to “EBITA” in this presentation refer to earnings before interest, tax, amortisation of intangible assets (excluding software) and exceptional 
items.  EBITA also includes the group’s share of associates’ and joint ventures’ EBITA on the same basis.  All references to “organic” mean as adjusted to 
exclude the impact of acquisitions and disposals, while all references to “constant currency” mean as adjusted to exclude the impact of movements in foreign 
currency exchange rates in the translation of our results. References to “underlying” mean in organic, constant currency. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Gary IntroductionAs usual our presentation will contain forward looking statements which reflect the current best judgment of management including risks and uncertainties. The company disclaims any obligation to update these statements outside of our normal reporting and seminar routines.
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A balanced portfolio of businesses 
 World’s 2nd largest brewer, most diversified of peer group  
 # 1 or 2 position in > 90% of markets 
 Leading local brands honed to local insights to build the category and local profit pools 
 The leading Coke bottler in Africa and Central America 
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* Annual  as of 
September 30 2012 

Market equity 
capitalisation 
of $79 billion  
as of 7 February 2013 

Strategic partnerships 

Latin America Africa Asia Pacific North America South Africa Europe 

     
 

 
 

  
   

  

 

     
 

 
 

  
   

  

 

      
 

 
 

  
   

  

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Gary IntroductionBefore I hand over to Jamie Wilson, I want to briefly remind you of some the basic facts of the business.The slide here shows you, for context, our portfolio of businesses. It's very diverse and very well balanced. In fact, we think the best balance and the most evenly distributed around the world of any of the global beverage players, perhaps any of the global FMCG players. And our geographic footprint includes many of the world’s developing markets… You can see the volume chart on the left with an almost even distribution of lager sales volumes approaching 300 million hectolitres, divided by region. Revenues and operating profit are also equally divided. We are number one or number two among the brewers in over 90% of our markets. Our core investment case is to maintain a stable of the leading local brands honed to local insights to build the category and the local profit pools, and we'll talk a little bit more about our business model and principle in a minute. We're the leading Coke bottler also in Africa and Central America.And part of our diversification is furthered by our strategic partnerships, which are significant. We have associate interests in the Castel Group, which runs our beer and soft drink operations in the French-speaking part of Africa; China Resources Enterprises, CRE, our joint-venture partner in CR Snow breweries in China; the Efes Group; and of course The Coca-Cola Company, as I mentioned.Although we do have the highest exposure to emerging markets, it is our ability to nurture and grow our business ahead of underlying economic growth, through excellent execution of relevant and appropriate local brand propositions, that makes us proud.



A decade of sustained growth 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Jamie WilsonThank you Gary.Our balanced portfolio has delivered sustainable growth over the past decade. Volumes have grown low to mid single digits consistently outperforming global growth. Our group revenue of 7 to 8 % has translated to a CAGR of almost 10%  EBITA and earnings per share nearing the mid-teens.Our portfolio of businesses provides a range of growth points, so I will take a few moments to go through our regions to review the current issues and initiatives to sustain our track record.



Latin America 
 Further alcohol share gains 

 Packaging innovation driving affordability 

 Brand mix and productivity driving margins 

 Economic headwinds:  
reduced exports in certain sectors 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Jamie WilsonLet’s start with Latin America, our largest contributor to both volume and earnings. In Latin America, we have intensified our execution in trade in the past year.  This and our broader brand and package portfolios have driven further gains in our share of alcohol, which we regard as a key metric in the region. We are capturing share with initiatives spanning all price segments. This includes some progress in persuading consumers of informal alcohol to switch to our products in markets such as Colombia and Peru. In this vein in Colombia, we began rolling out key brand presentation of larger 750ml “Jumbo” bottles, designed to create a sharing culture and improve affordability in the on-premise while also supporting consumption in the home.  Our profit and margin growth in Latin America remain strong. And economically, the medium term outlook for the region and Colombia in particular remains strong and is forecast by the EIU to remain one of the region’s most attractive investment locations over the next 5 years.



Europe 
 Heightened support behind flagship brands 

 Structural changes in beer industry 

 Re-based businesses competing effectively in “new norm” 

 Innovation contributing to growth 

 Efes positive to financials 
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OVERVIEW 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Jamie WilsonIn Europe, the timing of an economic recovery remains uncertain. The effect of the crisis on beer markets has varied widely within the region, with most western European markets declining but growth evident further east. We have increased support behind our core flagship brands, which maintain leading market share positions. But much higher input costs, increased marketing, selected price reductions and negative mix are driving Europe EBITA down with margins falling.The negative mix results from established structural trends in the region in favour of non-returnable packaging, and modern chain and discount channels.  Both these changes are dilutive to industry margins.  In this environment, our re-based businesses are leveraging their brand equities and building commercial capabilities suited to the times. Our focus is on re-gaining profit growth with increasingly sophisticated revenue and category management tools and processes.  We have launched numerous premium priced innovations across our markets, using our consumer insights into demand trends particularly among younger adults. Many of these involve intrinsic differentiation, including sweeter tasting products such as new flavours of Redd’s in Poland and Frisco in the Czech Republic, and low alcohol Radlers, which have been launched in Poland, Czech, Hungary and Slovakia. The full integration of our Russian businesses with Efes is progressing steadily and we are pleased with the positive EBITA contribution of the alliance



Group revenue/hl (H1) 
North America 
 Revenue management, mix and cost 

efficiencies driving margins and funding 
marketing 

 Consistent strength of Coors Light,  
focus on Miller Lite 

 Tenth & Blake outpacing growth in crafts 

 Strong pipeline in above premium 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Jamie WilsonIn North America MillerCoors’ sales continue to be  under pressure, but this is offset by strong revenue growth due to firm pricing and strongly positive brand mix. Coors Light has had eight years of consecutive growth, with higher volume and segment share. The brand positioning, “Rocky Mountain Cold Refreshment” continues to resonate well with consumers. For Miller Lite, MillerCoors is increasing support behind “It’s Miller Time”, with strong investment in sports and entertainment partnerships, special football packaging and NASCAR activation.  Packaging upgrades including the punch top can and new tap handles are having a positive effect and 2013 will see further packaging initiatives.Our specialty division, Tenth and Blake, continues to outperform the growth of the craft segment, with volumes up in double-digits in the first half of the financial year. Leinenkugel’s Summer Shandy has been the major driver and the Blue Moon franchise also continues to drive growth.Other craft initiatives, Batch 19 and Henry Weinhard’s, are expanding after strong consumer feedback. Third Shift is set to launch in early 2013, with Redd’s Apple Ale is currently being rolled out nationally. These evening we will have some of these new brands available.



Africa 
 Robust volumes despite East Africa 

headwinds 

 Significant strides in S&D  
penetration and in-trade execution 

 Premium and affordable segment growth 

 Operating leverage and Angola synergies 
boosting margins 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Jamie WilsonMoving to Africa…Despite economic and excise tax headwinds in some markets, our operations on the continent continue to generate robust organic lager volume and EBITA growth.Our trade execution and full portfolio focus enable us to drive volume growth ahead of GDP across most markets. We have significantly increased our outlet reach and distribution, capitalising on our expanded brewery footprint.  Our integrated trade service packages create improved drinking environments and cold beer availability, helping beer category growth.Our product and package Innovations are stretching the price ladders, attracting new consumers into the category and generating trade up. The world’s first lager made from cassava was launched in Mozambique and has been received enthusiastically. Castle Lite is a resounding success in the markets in which it has been launched, filling a demand for aspirational premium brands into which middle class consumers trade up on special occasions. Our partner Castel has also continued delivering good volume growth in both beer and soft drinks. The integration of the business in Angola is delivering synergies ahead of expectations, making a material contribution to Africa’s EBITA margins.



Asia Pacific 
 China share increase led by Snow 

– Industry slowing, competitive intensity rising 
– Inputs and wages constraining margins 
– Recent Kingway acquisition increases exposure to attractive 

Guangdong province 

 India: accelerated growth, broadened portfolios 
– Growth strategies differentiated by state, driving EBITA and margins  
– Continued regulatory headwinds 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Jamie WilsonOur Asia Pacific region is seeing a mixed performance. Growth across consumer categories in China has moderated volumes at CRSnow.Beer prices continue to increase albeit more slowly in an environment of wage and cost inflation.  CRSnow continues to penetrate premium outlets with its portfolio of Snow premium variants, notably Snow Draft.The recently announced Kingway acquisition provides increased exposure to the highly attractive Guangdong province as well as providing additional scale to CR Snow’s operations in Sichuan, Shaanxi and Tianjin.Our Indian business is performing very well, reporting volume growth and strong EBITA growth. Our differentiated state by state strategy continues to succeed. And recent portfolio expansions include Indus Pride (shown here), creating a new segment of lagers with local flavour profiles, extensions to Foster’s and Royal Challenge, and Miller High Life in the premium segment of major cities. 



Australia 
 Continuation of long term beer and alcohol industry trends 
 Consumer confidence levels remain weak 
 Volume decline mitigated by improved revenue management 
 SABMiller actions becoming visible 

– Brand portfolio repositioning 
– Retailer relationships 
– Beer focused sales force 

 Integration and synergies in line with plan 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Jamie WilsonIn Australia the adverse trends within the beer and alcohol industry continue, exacerbated at present by low consumer confidence. Nevertheless, the start of our programme of management actions to improve marketing and sales is starting to pay dividends. This was partly covered by improved pricing discipline and a deliberate focus on revenue management. The integration plan is on track and we have recently announced the restoration of the flagship Victoria Bitter brand back to its full flavour, full strength position. This has been extremely well received and are pleased to report that the brand is back in growth following a decade of decline. 



South Africa 
 Premium led revenue growth  

 Strength of Castle and Castle Lite 

 Marketing and sales leadership 

 Affordability and retail service 
extension drive in soft drinks 

 Supply side savings driving margins 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Jamie WilsonIn South Africa,  constant currency revenue grew by double digits in the last half driven mainly by continued volume and share growth of Castle Lite in the premium segment. Our increased premium segment share in South Africa is striking, as shown on the slide.The focus on market-facing investment and retail execution continued to deliver. Mainstream volume performance is led by Castle Lager, which continues to benefit from the sponsorship of national sports teams. Our intensified sales efforts and combination of direct and indirect distribution continue to bear fruit in the form of stronger retail relationships, and further improved beer market share.



Solid performance in 3rd quarter 
 F13 Q3 organic group revenue +8%* 

– Organic revenue / hectolitre +5%* - pricing and mix gains 
– Growth high margin markets  

 Strong growth continuing across most LatAm markets 

 Europe growth softened by Czech and Poland 

 Coors Light and 10th & Blake supporting MillerCoors 

volume 

 Volume and share in S. Africa boosted by Castle Lite 

 Africa momentum continues despite Tanzania excise rise 

 China held back by cold weather, strong growth in India 

 CUB turnaround beginning in Australia, led by growth in VB 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Jamie WilsonIn our most recent market update covering our third quarter ending 31 December,  lager volumes were 2% ahead of the prior year and soft drinks volumes were 3% higher, both on an organic basis. Group revenue grew by 8% in the third quarter and group revenue per hectolitre was up by 5%, both on an organic constant currency basis, reflecting selective price increases and helped by improved brand mix in most regions. On a reported basis, including the effect of acquisitions and disposals, total volumes were up 6% and group revenue was up 17% compared with the third quarter of the prior year.  The continued volume growth in emerging markets offset the pressure in the lower margin developed markets driving our revenue numbers. And with that quick snapshot, I now hand it over to Graham….



Graham Mackay 
Executive Chairman 
SABMiller Plc 

Charles Glass 1895 
Founding brewer 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thanks Jamie.  Good afternoon, and thanks to you all for welcoming us here in Boca at CAGNY… And welcome to our webcast audience as well. It’s a pleasure to be back here at CAGNY one more time. Given this is my final year in an executive capacity at SABMiller, we thought it would be fitting for me to reflect on how we’ve got here as a company – and to put our current and future view of the business into a broader historical context.None of us in this room today would disagree that the global beer industry has undergone massive change in the last 10-15 years, much of it driven by consolidation.  But let's also take a moment to think about the changes that have come with that consolidation and with increased competition in some local markets.  The beers we buy now are developed with a more sophisticated approach.  We can choose from a range of flavours, strengths and a broad array of brand images.  Bottles and labels are more attractive and cleaner, and the image of beer, particularly in emerging markets over this period, been transformed.  



Beer’s old paradigm 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Before the beer industry’s consolidation began, beer’s position in emerging markets could be described as paradoxical.  On the one hand, relative to the other most prevalent forms of local alcohol such as vodka in east Europe, sorghum homebrews in Africa, cane spirits in Latin America or country liquor in India, beer was priced at a high premium. This in part reflected the fact that beer was, and still is, intrinsically a higher cost form of alcohol than other liquor types – both to produce and deliver – with higher capital and operating expenses impacting CapEx and margins.  On the other hand, the image of beer was scruffy and didn't really sit comfortably with a product that commanded a premium – old bottles, uninspiring packaging and rather simplistic marketing campaigns that tended to have one target market among consumers - working men. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We saw compelling opportunities to run beer assets better, in the breweries, out in the marketplace with retailers, and creating a better image for consumers. Perhaps unlike other US or Europe-based brewers, we focused on the potential of the markets for beer growth, rather than being put off by the often poor quality of the assets as they stood at the time. 



Beer share of alcohol Share of alcohol, indicative estimates 

Alcohol shares 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We didn’t fully recognise at the time that the growth we projected for beer would alter the mix of consumers’ alcohol consumption… But as you’ve heard us report for many years since, it has, with beer’s share of alcohol rising in many markets as a result of our work to upgrade our category… Meaning that over time beer has been able to displace local spirits and other subsistence alcohol in more and more occasions.As we began to look at business opportunities in other countries beyond our original operations in South Africa, we saw opportunities to put to work the capabilities we had developed to improve the performance and potential of existing breweries. We saw that we could use the same approach, raising the quality of beers, creating an aspirational image for them, and for the first time, beginning to engage through more sophisticated brand communications.  



Longer emerging market pricing ladders 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The price customers pay for beer remains typically much higher than local subsistence alcohol, but now its quality and image is seen to warrant such a premium - partly as a result of our operational improvements to all aspects of the business.  Longer price ladders for beer are developing, both above and below mainstream, driving both affordability and choice.  



Creating a balanced and attractive 
global spread of businesses 

Constantly raising the 
profitability of local 
businesses, sustainably 

Developing strong, relevant 
brand portfolios that win in 

the local market 
Leveraging our skills 
and global scale 

Strategic Priorities 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We learned a lot in the time that we began building new businesses in Africa.  What we found helped us to develop our four enduring strategic priorities, which reflected the direction we set and followed over the past decade. We will continue to review these strategic directions as we have over the intervening years, but they have served us well.  
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South Africa 
1895         South African 
 Breweries founded 
 

Africa  
1910  Zimbabwe  
1978-82 Botswana, Lesotho  
  Swaziland 
1993  Tanzania 
1994  Mozambique,  
 Angola, Zambia 
1997      Ghana, Uganda 
2001      Castel alliance 
2004      Morocco, Algeria 
2008      South Sudan 
2011      Nigeria 

2005   
Merger with 

 Grupo Empresarial 
Bavaria 

2002  
Purchase of Miller                                                                            
Brewing Company; 
SABMiller created 

1999  
Primary listing to  

London stock 
exchange 

2011   
Acquisition of  

Foster’s 

2011  
Efes Strategic  

 Alliance agreed 

2008  
MillerCoors 

   US JV 
 

Europe  
1988    Canary Islands 
1993    Dreher in Hungary 
1995      Poland   
1996      Romania 
1997      Slovakia 
1998      Russia 
1999      Czech Republic 
2003      Italy 
2008      Ukraine, Netherlands 
2011      Efes alliance 
 

Asia Pacific 
1994  China 
2000   India 
2006    Vietnam     
 Australia JV  

 1895 2012 

Americas  
2001 Honduras, El Salvador 
2002  USA 
2005 Colombia, Ecuador, 
 Peru, Panama 
2010    Argentina 
 

2001 
Strategic  

alliance with  
Castel group 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
With the fall of the Berlin Wall and the end of apartheid in South Africa, we had the opportunity to apply our local focus and commercial skills with a first mover advantage across Africa,… and then into Eastern Europe, China and India…… and then to take on clear turnaround opportunities in the US and elsewhere in Europe …… and our big step into Latin America...… and most recently into Turkey and central Asia, via Efes, and into Australia with another similar turnaround opportunity... The result is a footprint weighted in favour of growth markets and advantaged versus our peer group.  This has been driven by strategic intent, our skills as turnaround practitioner, and our comfort in managing risks - seeing mainly opportunity where others were put off by risk.  Our experience in developing markets, dating right back to our early days in Africa, has earned us a legacy of risk management skills that make us better equipped than many other teams to assess, target and deliver the right acquisitions.   Our strategic relationships are important too.  We are now, through our partnership with CRE, the largest brewer in China.  We now brew over 60% of the beer consumed on the African continent, ourselves and through our strategic partnership with Castel.  Our eastern Europe and former Soviet Union position was also enhanced through our strategic stake and partnership with the Efes group last year.    



Driving a decentralised approach 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
 As we went into these markets, we have applied several aspects of development, driving a bottom-up decentralised approach with a tight grip on local operations.  This has distinguished our model from our beverage and FMCG peers from the beginning… an approach that starts by assessing what heterogeneous local people really want, what their social fabric is, and where their distinct markets may be heading, and builds on what we find, rather than force fitting a standard approach from a global headquarters.  Our approach includes renovating businesses and products with a strong focus on cost efficiency… Developing full portfolios that win by covering the consumer landscape in each local market… And bringing increasing sophistication by cross pollenating best practices across over 75 countries. These aspects of our work overlap across and within regions and proceed at a pace influenced by local circumstances. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The leaders who preceded me such as the late Teddy Sceales and the recently retired Meyer Kahn led the transformation of our management who developed the preeminent conglomerate in South Africa. The key to this transformation was and still is a set of psychometric profiling and management. Dr. Simon Biesheuvel who was our director of personnel back in the 60’s and 70’s developed a psychometric system that became the backbone of our organization. We ended up with a team of committed chaps with the humility to understand and embrace the cultural diversity of South Africa;  A healthy dose of continual dissatisfaction, or grumpiness – status quo was in fact the continuous pursuit of perfection.  And there was a highly developed resilience to thrive in tough environments.As a result of this development of our “DNA”, a virtuous circle ensued, in which we became known as the best company with the best talent in South Africa, which in turn drew more of the very best people, fuelling our international expansion with the highest calibre people who were intensely focused while culturally flexible. 



South Africa  1964-2004 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
These managers forged their skills in the heat of battle in South Africa in the preceding decades, where we managed down costs in excruciating detail in order to pass real price reductions on to consumers.  A tangible results has been the real decrease in the price of beer over the period of 40 years as shown here on this graph. We halved the real price and increased our share of alcohol from 20% to almost 60% today.  This had the dual effects of both fending off competitive challenges from the likes of Whitbread, and growing the category. We combined this with a passion for perfection in an operational sense - 6 sigma; WCM; BOP1, II, III.  Despite operating at over 90% market share for much of our history in the country, we’ve always been active in benchmarking ourselves against the best of the rest in the industry, in order to constantly identify further improvements to our productivity, route to market and commercial effectiveness. 
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Ndola, Zambia Tyskie, Poland 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So our initial success was based on taking the culture and world class operational skills that we had established in South Africa and applying them across a range of markets, across continents, where assets were scruffy at best, and where commerce in beer (and across consumer goods) was very underdeveloped Our success was partly due to our willingness to learn from each new situation and to develop bespoke solutions, rather than applying a formulaic one size fits all “imperial” approach, as others attempted from a First World base. [Note- Ndola brewery built in 1951; Tyskie brewed since 1629]



Presenter
Presentation Notes
We have deployed a cadre of generalist beer management who didn’t come to a market with pre-defined answers. They are open minded and driven to find the most profitable or most growth-driving solution in their local context, based on a diligenced view of each market’s long-term potential… And we’ve been willing – and humble enough – to learn from our experiences and some occasional subpar performance in relatively low cost, low consequence markets… Swiftly applying our learnings, both on site and across to other larger markets. Local contexts in beer remain highly distinct, in their consumer drinking occasions, brand preferences, purchase channels, routes to market, regulation, etc… We adapted better and faster than others to this patchwork quilt of diverse and challenging markets. And we began to observe some commonalities and devise consistent approaches to assessing, segmenting and executing… In time known as a series of “SABMiller Ways” which codified and spread our best practices.



Continually driving efficiency 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
 Delivering superior cost productivity in accordance with market scale and structure, with zero based budgeting and continuous improvement, has always been our “business as usual”, and we have been ahead of peers in markets where we compete.  As our businesses grow, we are sustaining this improvement with systems that will more fully leverage our above-market scale... Driving cost reduction and better line of sight from the centre and across markets to cross-pollinate best practices quickly. 



Beer is local 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Beer remains different from other FMCG categories. Alcohol is a mood-altering substance and beer in particular has a history as old as civilization, omnipresent across numerous societies… All over our planet beer is seen as local, expected to be local, with consumers’ brand loyalties driven by local associations and heritage... 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
The highly emotional characteristics of beer brands themselves and their long history and association with place, will always dictate a high degree of localism, reinforced by the economics of producing and distributing what is a bulky, perishable product. This drives our strong locally-anchored portfolios. Perhaps Frank Zappa had the right insight all along…



Value pools 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our approach to local consumer insights drives our mapping and projections for profit pool segments in each country, to understand the financial landscape of the industry and ensure our portfolios are well targeted… On the screen you see a simplified diagram of this, taking Poland as an example. We saw back then mainstream and local premium dwarfing the profit contributions of the other segments.



1996 
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Building national icons 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 In Central and Eastern Europe we were able to link mainstream brands to national identity, brands such as Tyskie in Poland and Timisoraena in Romania,  where we have created some of the most powerful and recognised brands in the region. We took local regional brands and developed them as national icons tapping into a sense of pride and belonging to the country based on deep local insights. This local ‘pride of origin’ has become a leitmotif amongst our national brands globally.



Local premium in Europe 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We developed local premium as a further “sweet spot” of national profit pools. With premium cues, an opportunity for consumers to trade up, differentiate or show off with local provenance, these brands have 10-40% price premia vs mainstream, significantly higher margins and are far larger than international premium brands.  

http://beer.findthebest.com/l/425/Ursus-Premium


Daylight between brands in LatAm 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In Latin America, the situation is similar, with well known local brands that previously lacked clear positioning and differentiation from each other. Based on needs and occasion analysis, we have been able to create daylight between the brands, letting them stand on their own with distinct relevance to target groups. We now have sharper brands, better differentiated portfolios which are expanding in both product and package range and successfully taking significant share of alcohol from local spirits.  



Mozambique portfolio 
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In Africa, the story is similar yet again, building from a much lower base, accelerating in recent years.  In Mozambique, for example, the portfolio has been fully renovated and is now expanding very significantly, both in the number of brands, but importantly for a country where price points are key, and extensive price ladder.
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Pioneers in Africa 

Nampula, Mozambique 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Often, we have found there to be a distinct advantage in going first into places where others fear to tread. In the past few years, we have opened up new breweries in the more rural areas of Africa such as Nampula in Northern Mozambique and Mbeya in Southeast Tanzania. Despite the array of infrastructure challenges, we have been pleased by the success of those investments



South Sudan 
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Presentation Notes
Perhaps at the extreme is South Sudan. At the invitation of the government, when the nation was newly born, we were asked to make the first real manufacturing investment in this market. In a place where employment is scarce and tarred roads few and far between, being first to market was indicative of our conviction that our people and processes have the ability to benefit both our communities and our bottom line, in real frontier conditions.  Despite the risky nature of the investment, in less than 18 months, we filled the capacity of the brewery. We doubled our investment subsequently, and are finding ourselves at the limit again. We are now in the process of doubling the capacity once more, and have yet to see the limits to how deep and wide the potential of this market could be.



Snow brand China 
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Our CRSnow strategy in China has been remarkably similar to Eastern Europe, by taking a regional brand from Manchuria and through relentless focus, creating the #1 national brand which now exceeds 21% market share, more than double the volume of the next brand. Today Snow is the largest beer brand in the world.The volume and value of the Snow franchise is being rapidly expanded with premium variants targeting different cohorts with distinct positioning.  

http://www.snowbeer.com.cn/product.php?id=1


2011 Global Beer Market 

Local dominates premium 
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What we have seen most recently is a further drift towards premium in mature markets, though contrary to how the pundits thoughts it would play out a decade ago. Trade up within beer has been led by the rapid emergence of craft, local premium and specialty beers – all premium priced.This challenges and in some cases reverses the rise of international premium brands and emphatically establishes the need for localism in beer.  Even as our industry, like others, is challenged by taste fragmentation and the associated relative decline of old mainstream segments, the leading edge in beer’s growth segments remain largely local…  This is notable here in the US in the craft segment, and this is being followed across most of our world.
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Of course, none of this is static.  Our consumers’ tastes are evolving at the margins, and so are our portfolios.  To appeal to evolving taste profiles, perceptions of “cool”, and desires to experiment across a wider range of alcohol flavours and styles, our innovation in product and packaging has increased in intensity across our businesses.And whereas innovation within spirits tends towards mixology, in which the original flavour of drinks such as vodka get disguised after original production with additives - or even at the last step at the bar – innovation in beer is now fundamentally a part of the process in the brewhouse. In addition to using a very wide range of ingredients in craft beer recipes, we have developed a range that includes shandies, radlers, beers with fruit, with specific hops, or even using wine or champagne yeasts… Contrary to some perceptions, the scope for innovation and flavour variety in beer is very wide indeed…   



MillerCoors innovations 
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We must acknowledge the difficulty, apparent to us over many years, of trying to run business models which simultaneously cater to high volume mainstream brands – our local flagships – and low volume, high touch, high growth premium portfolios. In some cases we’ve tried running these together, in many places apart. Our current model here in the US is one example of a successful construct.Tenth and Blake has developed a core skill in the craft sector, producing variants ranging from the appealing shandies in the Leinenkugel range to the seasonal and more experimental extensions in the Blue Moon Franchise such as the “graffiti” line)as well as a host of other initiatives such as Batch 19, Third Shift, and Redd’s Apple Ale, here for you to try tonight.



Europe innovations 
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In Europe, we have launched numerous premium priced innovations across our markets, which play to the insights we've gained into demand trends, particularly among younger adults. These include sweeter tasting products such as low alcohol Radlers, speciality premium beers such as Ksiazece in Poland, which is available in wheat, dark and red variants, and St. Stefanus across Europe.

http://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=gambrinus+radlers&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&docid=3VfwP-Aa62AnEM&tbnid=rD7OEfokI5q6kM:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=http://www.milujipivo.cz/2012-rok-ochucenych-piv/&ei=1M4HUfCbLei00QWOgIGgCA&bvm=bv.41524429,d.d2k&psig=AFQjCNFJqY9mwng98Xod7jZqbIk0g8bIaA&ust=1359552596903630
http://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=grolsch+stender&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&docid=NC1vuyVxsArP7M&tbnid=Xx_EhivZrWYcJM:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=http://www.hammingproducts.nl/sc-16-grolsch/&ei=d88HUZ3VLcKg0QX27IF4&bvm=bv.41524429,d.d2k&psig=AFQjCNGUH0K16OcTVx8h8dapLoHDq-RAoA&ust=1359552760275254
http://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=redd's+cranberry&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&docid=MUu63oWj02XcUM&tbnid=AeVcX_BL2fZ1BM:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=http://www.mihaelaanghel.com/2012/06/19/lansarea-redds-cranberry/&ei=kdAHUeSBIc2k0AXZloGgCw&bvm=bv.41524429,d.d2k&psig=AFQjCNGUfu2Kwf2SZXcDZZZZFA1Kj7UWmg&ust=1359553042094157


Latin America Crafts 
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The output from our innovation pipelines will only increase, and is not limited to the developed markets… The success of Club Colombia’s craft variants and Redd’s variants in Africa attests to the onset of consumers’ desires for more variety in the developing world, expanding the beer category further in premium.  
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A recent locally-rooted manifestation of our current innovation is to be found in India.  We have played upon very local insights to develop a range of premium beers to attract the rapidly growing middle classes with Indus Pride, beers with distinctly local characteristicsAs an aside, you will be able to sample two Indus Pride variants amongst our many other innovations on offer at the dinner reception we’re co-sponsoring with Sysco tonight… We encourage you to try as many as you can… Blue Moon’s new graffiti line, Redd’s Apple Ale and Third Shift from here in the US… To Ksiazece from Poland, a Gambrinus radler and Pilsner Urquell from Czech, Peroni Nastro Azzurro, Cusquena, Club Colombia Negra and the non-alcoholic Maltizz, Snow, the Chinese market leader, and Castle Lite which is storming across Africa… Like so many of our consumers, rewards for your hard day’s work here, from all corners of the world… Let us know what you think!



Informal alcohol opportunity 
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In Africa, non-commercial alcohol is around four times the size of the commercial market and varies from home-brewed, traditional beer through to spirits – occasionally adulterated with battery acid or other chemicals.  In this context, we’re also innovating lower down the alcohol price ladder.  We have pioneered the creation of an affordable beer category, which began with our Eagle lager made from sorghum, and most recently Impala, made from cassava.  



Africa affordable innovations 
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We’re expanding our packaging and distribution for Chibuku, a traditional African beer made using sorghum or maize, across 9 countries and rising.For our newest innovation Impala, we are using cassava, the roots of yucca trees, which is a subsistence crop . We're creating a lot of interest from farmers and government when we engage with stakeholders on its commercial development of this as a commercial crop, at this stage in Mozambique. Here is a short video which I think exemplifies our local engagement in our markets…[Run Impala video]



Emerging market retail 
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Improving beer’s retail presence and creating more appealing drinking environments has been a core component of strategy.  As we are all here today in the US, the world’s most developed retail marketplace, I would like to highlight the opportunity - and the challenge - in the developing world, where many retail markets are just beginning the journey towards creating a comfortable drinking environment and broad product choice like you have here.   Our efforts to help upgrade points of sale in emerging markets are really transformative – creating shining examples of sustainable small business livelihoods, enhancing the consumer experience, and giving us the opportunity to optimise the positioning of our products and merchandising in the outlet.  We’ve been ahead of the FMCG pack in this retail engagement in many emerging markets, and we’re often among their largest suppliers (sometimes including soft drinks). [Note: photo in Soroti, Uganda]
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Africa cold beer penetration 
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 In Africa, for example, in the past two years we have tripled the number of outlets that are now able to serve cold beers in markets such as Tanzania and Uganda. This is accompanied by a range of basic retailer support that is oriented to our brands, from wall paint to furniture and lighting… And over on the other side of the Atlantic, in Colombia, we’ve structured tiered, tailored direct store delivery service packages to over 420,000 outlets.[Note: Photo in Mbale,Uganda] 



Influencing the modern trade 
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At the same time, the influence of the modern trade, and discounting strategies in developed markets, requires brewers to make use of a more sophisticated partnership model.  This is one area in which the beer industry is, frankly, still catching up with other categories.  Revenue management tools are also becoming more advanced, as more complex assortments of products to suit a range of tastes are required to help drive revenue and profit growth from premiumisation.



MillerCoors captainships 
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There is plenty of evidence of our progress here, for example  …In the US, where our new category management systems are increasingly being deployed by chain retailers to grow the overall category while bringing order to the challenge of sku proliferation… This is resulting in increasing category captaincies for MillerCoors, better positioning for our brands and an appropriate balance between segments.



Category Management in Europe and Australia 
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…in Europe, where our partnership with Spar in the Czech republic and Alma in Poland has led to impactful secondary placements influencing decisions at the point of purchase…and this is the same direction we’re headed in Australia, where the turnaround of CUB is including new relationships with Woolworth’s and Coles, oriented to joint business planning and win-win solutions to bring beer back to growth…

http://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=interspar&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&docid=5Ve5ebPdpANK8M&tbnid=24HMp8lnd3eoNM:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=http://www.thebestincroatia.info/ideas/interspar-zadar-2331.html&ei=lfwHUZ6tGYmO0AWo04D4DA&bvm=bv.41524429,d.d2k&psig=AFQjCNF39p7Co_u45qlToewWRZZbcl43Qw&ust=1359564309931201
http://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=interspar&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&docid=5Ve5ebPdpANK8M&tbnid=24HMp8lnd3eoNM:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=http://www.thebestincroatia.info/ideas/interspar-zadar-2331.html&ei=lfwHUZ6tGYmO0AWo04D4DA&bvm=bv.41524429,d.d2k&psig=AFQjCNF39p7Co_u45qlToewWRZZbcl43Qw&ust=1359564309931201
http://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=woolworths+australia&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&docid=Cm91xVKij6yjpM&tbnid=ZYNWpWiqn2vF5M:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Woolworths_(supermarket)&ei=SS4IUb6pG_C00QWj_IG4Bw&bvm=bv.41524429,d.d2k&psig=AFQjCNHQg1lYEXAVVwZZ4q4n2rc71u3rNQ&ust=1359577034065022
http://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&docid=qAOLQaoHAeWJoM&tbnid=QBnvD8XB3eu2PM:&ved=0CAgQjRwwAA&url=http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Coles_logo.svg&ei=FC4IUbWnJYeR0AWrjIGAAQ&psig=AFQjCNE5AALT7mGTdE8ekvlTYBRmHYgI4g&ust=1359576980652190


Organisational efficiency 
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Complexity is a natural consequence global footprint and the price we pay for have locally relevant portfolios.We’re making good strides in developing best practices and organizing ourselves to take better advantage of our scale. One way of simplifying this may be to identify and distinguish between differentiated market archetypes, which drive our approach to brand portfolios, channels, route to market, partnering with distributors while maintaining direct impact at retail.We’re standardising or centralising our back office to reduce costs.  This includes optimising procurement, enabling local business units to be more purely commercial (with less back office distractions), and globalising IT to drive cross border sharing within defined market archetypes.



Codifying knowledge 
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Over the years we have evolved our growth model by sharing techniques across our businesses in brands, category and revenue management and operations.Part of our success is rooted in our approach to developing our beer brands, published in our guide, the SABMiller Marketing Way, which continues to be refreshed and evolved.  It is currently on its 5th  iteration and pre-eminent among our series of SABMiller Ways which I mentioned earlier, codifying best practices from manufacturing to government stakeholder relationships.  As a result, we have been able to raise both the floor and the ceiling in business performance in our markets.Creating the culture and structures to systematically cross-pollinate across business functions is complex, but it’s worth it.  I’ve already highlighted the benefits of our decentralised model.  We are preserving our localness while leveraging our global experience and scale. This is a complex, nuanced approach which will continue to capitalise on major growth opportunities in markets around the world.
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The opportunity for us to turnaround and develop the CUB business in Australia should be seen in this light, with obvious areas for improvement at every turn – in brands, portfolio, sales, procurement and operations… It is gratifying to me to see the improvement that many of our experienced operators are able to bring to CUB across functions, from our other countries and from our corporate centre, underpinning our belief that we can transform that business and drive a renaissance for beer in Australia.



Final thoughts 
 SABMiller has an advantaged position 

 Beer and beer brands are local and becoming more so 

 Commercial capabilities continuously enriched 

 Evolving to gain better leverage of scale 
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Local portfolios and businesses with  
global skills and efficiency 
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We have created an advantaged position, in our footprint and in our commercial strategies, to enable best-in-class growth by transforming the business of  brewing and selling beer. Per capita consumption has enormous growth potential within our emerging markets as consumers enter the commercial alcohol space. Consumer tastes are becoming even more local as living standards rise, and our local portfolios and intensified innovation are well suited to this context.Our commercial capabilities are being continuously enriched… Beyond brand management, into revenue and category management, dealing with modernising channels and moving into the digital age across our business.And our systems, processes and organisational design are evolving to allow us even greater leverage from our scale, with continuous improvement to raise the bar internally and maintain our competitive lead in the sector…The essence of our successful strategy and the opportunity in global beer remains the same… Local portfolios and businesses with global skills and efficiency, meeting evolving consumer needs and increasing beer’s presence across occasions… And with that we’d be happy to take your questions….



Q&A 
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